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Please sign in and take a handout. 
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Okay...what is an "Interactive 
Whiteboard?" 

 The board becomes an input device 
for the computer 

 You can control the computer from 
the board  

 Use it just like a mouse 

 



How Will it Help Me? 
 

 Browse the Internet or edit a writing 
assignment from the front of the 
room...it's like a having a huge 
computer for the entire class  

 

 

 Use the resource software the comes 
with the board (more on that later) 

 



The Stylus 
 

 Used to control the board 

 Extra stylus point included 

 Be careful...they're expensive! ($200) 

http://www.polyvision.com/resources/448


e3 environmental ceramicsteel 
Surface Care 

Just like new for years to come 

 The eno® family of interactive classroom 
solutions is built with PolyVision's e3 
environmental ceramicsteel writing surface 
to withstand the rigors of everyday use and 
offer superior writeability and eraseability. 
Properly maintaining the surface will keep 
your board looking like new and never 
compromise performance. 

http://www.polyvision.com/solutions/surfaces
http://www.polyvision.com/solutions/surfaces


Suggested dry-erase markers 
 

 We recommend solvent-based dry-erase markers 
(instead of water-based, or “low-odor” dry-erase 
markers). Low-odor markers take longer to dry and 
the ink clings more aggressively to eno's surface, 
leaving behind a residue.  

Three simple steps to clean the dry-erase surface 
1. Wipe board with a clean cloth moistened with a liquid 

cleanser.  
2. Rinse with warm, clear water to remove any residue 

from the cleanser (a very important step).  
3. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. If your board is used 

daily, the cleaning should be performed two or three 
times a week. Repeated cleaning may be required if 
writing is left on the board for more than two days. 



Three simple steps to clean the 
dry-erase surface 

1. Wipe board with a clean cloth moistened 
with a liquid cleanser.  

2. Rinse with warm, clear water to remove 
any residue from the cleanser (a very 
important step).  

3. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. If your board 
is used daily, the cleaning should be 
performed two or three times a week. 
Repeated cleaning may be required if 
writing is left on the board for more than 
two days.  

 



Removing crayon or tape 
 

 Crayon and tape can be removed from the e3 surface. 
Here’s how:  

 Dampen a clean, dry cloth with water.  
 Apply a small amount of non-abrasive cleanser 

without bleach, onto the cloth. For best results, follow 
non-abrasive cleaner manufacturer’s instructions 
found on the product label.  

 Working in small sections, clean the area using a 
back-and-forth horizontal motion. Use gentle pressure 
as if you were cleaning a window.  

 Wipe off all residues with a dry cloth.  
 Rinse well with clear water and wipe dry with a clean 

cloth. (As tempting as it might be, do not skip this 
step!)  
 



        Removing permanent marker 
 

 Yes, (thank goodness!) permanent marker can be 
removed from the e3 surface. A quick and easy way 
to remove permanent marker from the board's 
surface is to write over the top of the permanent 
marker writing with a dry-erase marker and simply 
erase. 

 If this doesn’t solve the problem, you may need to 
resort to a more stringent cleansing:  

 Moisten a clean, dry cloth with isopropyl alcohol.  
 Wipe the board in a circular motion to loosen marker 

residue.  
 Rinse with clear water and dry the board with a clean 

cloth.  
 Repeat these steps as necessary to remove all 

residue. 



Configuring PolyVision  
driver options 
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 Configuring PolyVision  
 driver options 



 Draw options 



 Print options 



 Save options 



 Projection options 



 Hardware options 



eno classic FAQs 
 

 My battery door is broken on my stylus. Do I have to buy a new 
stylus? 
 No, stylus battery doors are available for purchase as a service part. 
 

 Will the eno board capture what I have written on the board with 
dry erase markers? 
 No - eno will capture all electronic annotations created through the use 

of virtual ink. 
 

 Will the pen work outside of the projected image? 
 No – The stylus is designed to control your projected computer screen. 
 

 What is the average battery life for the stylus? 
 With normal use, battery life for the eno stylus is one to one and half 

months. 
 

 What if I have additional questions? 
 For additional information please send all inquiries to: PolyVision 

Customer Service at customerservice@polyvision.com or call 1-800-
620-POLY (7659). 

 



How Do I Use It? 
 

 Turn on projector  

 Take cap off stylus  

 Calibrate if needed (cross-hair icon) 

 


